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We extend some results of the theory of rational series with coefficients in a field to the case in which 
the coefficients are taken in a commutative ring. In particular, we generalize the well-known 
Eilenberg Equality Theorem and a recent result of Restivo and Reutenauer about the languages 
which are supports of rational series. 
Varricchio, S., Rational series with coefficients in a commutative ring, Theoretical Computer Science 
98 (1992) 41-50. 
Nous donnons quelques g&ralisations de r&hats de la thkorie des sCries rationnelles i coefficients 
dans un corpsau cas oi les coefficients sont consid&& dans un anneau commutatif. En particulier 
nous gCn&ralisons le ThCor&me d’Equivalence d’Eilenberg et un rtsultat r&cent de Restivo et 
Reutenauer sur les languages qui sont supports de stries rationnelles. 
1. Introduction and preliminaries 
The classical Eilenberg Equality Theorem [2] gives us an algorithm to decide the 
equivalence of two rational series with coefficients in a field. It states that two rational 
series are equal if and only if they coincide on all the words whose length is less than or 
equal to the sum of the dimension of two linear representations of such series. This 
theorem is also true when one considers series with coefficients in a division ring, or in 
any ring which is embeddable in a division ring. In this paper we will prove a similar 
result, which allows us to decide the equivalence of rational series with coefficients in 
any commutative ring. 
In the second part of the paper we generalize a result of Restivo and Reutenauer 
[4]. We prove that a language L is rational if and only if L and its complementary are 
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supports of rational series with coefficients in a commutative ring. The proof of this 
result is based on some pumping properties of the supports of rational series with 
coefficients in a commutative ring. 
The reader is referred to [ 1,6] for the basic notions concerning the theory of formal 
power series in noncommuting variables; here we recall some notations and defini- 
tions. Let K be a semiring and A* the free monoid on a finite alphabet A; we consider 
the K-module K[[.4*]] of all the applications x: A*+K. An element cr~K[[A*]l 
will also be denoted by CrnEA* cc(m)m or by C m.A*(~, m)m, where (CC, m) denotes cc(m). 
K [ [ A*]] is called the K-module of theformal power series over A* with coefficients 
in K. K[[A*]] has a structure of K-algebra, where the product of two series 
S, TEK[[A*]] is defined by 
ST= c 1 (S,u)(T,v) m. 
( meA* UI’=WI > 
Moreover, if S is a series such that (S, /1) = 0, one can define the series S* by 
s*= c 
WIGA* ( 
1 (S,u,)...(S,kJ m. 
UI...Ui=nl 1 
We denote by K [ A*] the subalgebra of K [ [A*]] which consists of all polynomials 
over A* with coefficients in K, i.e. those series with finitely many nonzero coefficients. 
A formal power series SEK [[A*]] is called recognizable if there exist a positive 
integer n, E., YE K” and a monoid morphism p : A*+ K” x ’ such that for any rnE A* one 
has 
(S,m)=l.p(m)y. 
where i,>’ are to be considered, respectively, as a row-vector and a column-vector; 
moreover, the triple (&p,;‘) is called a linear representation of order n. 
The set of recognizable series will be denoted by Rec(K [[ A*]]). The set of rational 
series Rat(K [[A*]]) is defined as the smallest subalgebra of K [[A*]] containing 
K [A*] and closed with respect to the star operation. In the sequel we will adopt the 
following equivalent notations: K ((A)) = K [ [ A*]], K ( A ) = K [A*]. An important 
theorem due to Schutzenberger states that Rec( K (( A >>) = Rat( K (( A))). 
In this paper we will consider only rational series with coefficients in a commutative 
ring K. Moreover, we may always assume that K is finitely generated and unitary. 
Indeed, it is easy to see that any recognizable series SERec(K (( A))) has coefficients in 
the subring of K generated by the elements which appear in a linear representation of 
S and that any commutative ring is embeddable in an unitary commutative ring. 
2. The equivalence problem 
In this section we will give an extension of the Eilenberg Equality Theorem. Firstly, 
we need some decidability results in polynomial ring. Let i7 be the ring of the positive 
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integers and Z[xI, x2, . . . . xk] the ring of polynomial in k commutative variables with 
coefficients in Z. We denote by (Z [x1, x2, . . ., xk])n the Cartesian product of 
BCxr,x2,..., xk] n times. The set (Z[xr, x2, . . . . ~~1)” has a natural structure of module 
overZ[x,,x,,.. .,xk]. The set ofmatrices (Z[xl, x2, . . . . xk])nxn is a Z[xl,x2, . . . . xJ- 
algebra and it is isomorphic to @[x1, x2,. . . , xk])n2 as Z[xl, x2,. . . , xk]-module. The 
following theorem is a well-known result of commutative algebra. 
Theorem 2.1. The ring 7 [x,, x2, . . . , xt] is noetherian, i.e. any ideal I of 
zcx1,x2, . . . . xk] isfinitely generated. The module (Z [x1, x2, . . . , xk] )” is noetherian, i.e. 
any submodule M of (Z [x 1, x2, . . , xk] )” is finitely generated. 
We recall now the following important result of computer algebra (cf. [S]). 
Theorem 2.2. Let L, M be two submodules of (Z [x1, x2, . . . , xk] )” given by means of 
a jinite set of generators. It is decidable whether L= M. 
Let K=(ml,m2,..., mk) be a finitely generated commutative unitary ring. Then 
there is a natural epimorphism cp: Z[x1,x2, . . ..xk]-*K defined by Cp(xi)=mi, for 
16 id k, and q(n)= n. 1 for neZ. In this way we can identify K with 
Z [ x, , x2, . , x,]/ker cp. For any nonnegative integer N we denote by AtN1 the set of 
words of A* whose length is less than or equal to N. 
Lemma 2.3. Let K be a commutative ring, SERec(K((A))) and (n,p, y) a linear repre- 
sentation of S of order n. Then one can eflectively compute an integer N depending on S, 
with the property that for any UE A IN+ ‘I, there exists a set T= {aL,3CEA(NI, a,EK, such that 
Proof. Let SERec(K ((A))). There exist a positive integer n, A, YE K” and a monoid 
morphism p: A*+KnX” such that for any SEA* one has 
(S, u) = &U(u)y. 
We may assume that K is an unitary commutative ring generated by the set 
(Ail 1 Qidn}u{yil 1 didn}u{/4ij(a)l 1 <i,j<n}. With this set we can associate a set 
of commutative variables X=jxi( l<i,<~rjujzi/ l<i<n)u(yij,( l<i,j<n,aEA) 
and an epimorphism cp:Z[X]-+K defined by cp(xi)=&, q(zi)=pi, cp(yij,)=pij(a), for 
1 di,jGn, aEA and q(m)=m.l for mE7. 
Let us consider the morphism I*‘: A*+(Z[X])“““, defined by 
($(a))ij=yijo, with 1 <i,j<n and aeA. 
Let tj2:(Z[X])“““+K”“” be the application defined by 
(Ic/(f))ij=Cp(f;:j)> with f+[X])““” and 1 <i,j<n. 
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The map $ is a morphism and for any UEA* one has 
P(4 = $(P’(4). (2.1) 
For any m >O we denote by T,,, the submodule of (Z[X])“” generated by the set 
S,= {P’(U) I IIEA’“~}. In this way we construct an ascending chain of submodules of 
acxl)““” 
T1 E T2 s . ’ T,,, G . . . . 
Since (Z[X])““” is noetherian, there exists at least an integer N such that 
T,= TN+,. 
Such an integer may be effectively computed. Indeed for any m>O, by Theorem 2.2, 
we have an algorithm to decide whether T,,, = T, + 1 and, starting from m = 1, we can 
iterate this algorithm until we find an integer N such that T, = TN+ 1. We remark that 
for such an integer N it is not possible to assert that the chain terminates in T,. 
Since T,= TN+l, one has that for any u~At~+l], there exists a set 
S= {fV)t’EA INI,~~E.Z[X], such that 
Therefore, by (2.1) 
where a,=$(f”). 0 
Lemma 2.4. Let K be a commutative ring and SERec( K (( A))). Then one can effectively 
compute an integer N depending on S such that (S, u) =0 for any UEA[~’ if and only if 
(S,u)=Ofor any ueA*. 
Proof. Let N be the integer of Lemma 2.3 and suppose that for any UGA[~] (S, u)=O. 
We have to prove that (S, u)= 0 for any UEA*. If by contradiction there exists a word 
w such that (S, w)#O, we may suppose that it has minimal length and, moreover, 
Iwl>N+l. Then one can write w=uz with UEA[~+~],ZEA*. By Lemma 2.3 there 
exists a set T= (u~)~~~[NI, u,EK, such that 
P(u)= c ~“AV). 
UE A'N' 
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Therefore, we have 
= c a”(&4u)P(z)Y)= c a”(h4uz)Y) 
ueA’“’ ueALN’ 
Moreover, for any UEA[~] one has 1 uz I< 1 w 1 and (S, uz) = 0 by the minimality of w. 
Thus, (S, w)=O, which is a contradiction. 0 
Theorem 2.5. Let K be a commutatiue (computable) ring. There exists an algorithm to 
decide for any S, TERec(K((A>) whether S= T. 
Proof. Let S, TERec( K (( A))). The formal series Q = S - T is also regular and a linear 
representation of Q may be constructed from those of S and T (cf. [2]). By Lemma 2.4 
we can find an integer N such that Q is identically equal to 0 if and only if (Q, u) = 0 for 
any UEA[‘]. Since K is computable, we may test whether Q is identically null and this 
happens if and only if S= T. Thus, we can decide whether S= T. Cl 
3. On the supports 
In this section we will consider some properties of the supports of rational series 
with coefficients in a commutative ring. In particular, we will prove a “pumping 
lemma” for these languages and subsequently we will generalize a theorem of Restivo 
and Reutenauer. 
Lemma 3.1. Let K be a commutative ring, SERec(K(( A))) and L=supp(S). Then for 
any infinite sequence of words {u,}, b 1 there exists an integer N > 0 such that for any 
n >, N and for any x, YEA* there exists an integer ie { 1, . . ., N >, depending on n, x, and y, 
such that 
Proof. As before, we may suppose that K is finitely generated. Let SERec(K((A))). 
There exist a positive integer n, il, YE K” and a monoid morphism p : A* + K” ’ ” such 
that for any UEA* one has 
(S, 4 = wJ)Y. 
Let {u.),~I be an infinite sequence of words of A*. For any m > 0 we denote by T,,, the 
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submodule of K” ’ ’ generated by theset Sm={p(U1), ~L(u~u~), . . ..~(U1u2...u.)).Inthis 
way we construct an ascending chain of submodules of K” ’ n 
T1 c T, G T,,, c . . . 
Since K”“” is noetherian, there exists an integer N such that 
T,,=T, for any n3 N. 
Thus, for any na N there exist al, u2, . . . , u,+K, such that 
/i(Ul..~U,)= C Ui/L(Ul...Ui). 
i= I. . . ..N 
Then for any x, yeA* one has 
(S,XUl... u,y) = J.p(xu l...u,Y)Y=j”~L(x)~(ul...u,)~(Y)Y 
=&4x) c aiPL(ul...ui)PL(Y)Y 
i= 1. . ..N 
= C ai(~~(X)~(U1...Ui)~L(y)) 
i=l,. .,N 
= c ai(nll(x)~(u,...ui)~u(y)) 
i=l,...,N 
= C Ui(S,XUl...Uiy). 
i= I. . ..) N 
From the previous relation one derives that 
XU~...U,YEL * (S,x~,...u,y)#O 3 3i~ {l,..., N) such that (S,xur...Uiy)#O * 3i~ 
{ 1, . . . . N} such that xn,+..uiyEl. q 
Now in order to prove our main result, we need to introduce some preliminary 
notations and definitions. Let us denote by (A*)” the set of all the infinite sequences 
{u,},,~~ of words of A*. Let M:(A*)” + N be a map and L c A* a language. We say 
that L verifies the property PM if for any {u,,}~~~E(A*)~, >M((u,}.~~) and x, YEA* 
there exists an integer i~{l, . . ..M( {u,,},,~ ,)}, depending on n,x, and y, such that 
We say that L verifies QM if both L and A*\L verify PM. 
Corollary 3.2. Let L c A* be a language such that both L and A* \L are supports of 
rational series with coejicients in a commutative ring. Then there exists a map 
M: (A*)“+N such that L verijies Qw. 
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* Proof. By Lemma 3.1 there exist MI, M2 : (A ) “‘+ N such that L and A*\L verify, 
respectively, PM, and PM2. Then, if we pose M =max( MI, M2), one has that both 
L and A*\L verify Pw; thus, L verifies Qicr. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let P be a property defining a family of languages of A*. If the following 
two conditions are verified, 
(a) L verifies P - d -‘L verifies P for any SEA*, 
(b) the languages of A* verifying P areJinitely many, 
then any language verifying P is regular. 
Proof. Let L be a language verifying P and NL the Nerode congruence of L. One has 
that for any x, YE A* 
xN,y o x-‘L=y-‘L. 
Since the languages CT -’ L, with aeA*, are finitely many, NL has finite index and, by 
the Myhill-Nerode theorem, L is regular. 0 
Lemma 3.4. Let L G A* be a language verifying Q.+,, then for any SEA* CJ - ’ L 
verifies QM. 
Proof. Since L verifies Qu, for any {u,},~~E(A*Y’, n>M({u,},31) and x, y,o~A* 
there exists an integer iE{ 1, . . . . M({u,},~ ,)}, depending on n, ox, and y, such that 
therefore, 
XU1...U”YEKIL * XUl...UiyEO-‘L 
and g - ’ L verifies QM. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Let M : ( A*)w+ N be a map. The languages of A* verifying QM are finitely 
many. 
Proof. Suppose that there exists an integer k>O such that for any L1, L2 c A*, 
verifying QM, one has 
L,nA[k1=L2nA’k1 =F- L1=Lz; 
then the statement is trivially true. 
Let us suppose, by contradiction, that there exist infinitely many languages of A* 
verifying QM, then such an integer k does not exist. Hence, for any k>O there exists 
a word wkEA* and two languages L,,k,LZ,k, verifying Qw, such that 
L1 kAA[kl=L, ,nALk] 
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and 
WkELI,kt Wk#L2,k. 
Moreover, we may suppose that wk has minimal length, that is, for any 1~ 1 wk 1 one has 
Lr knk”= L2 ,n.‘@ and 1 W,‘ 2 k. 
Let us consider now the language L= { wl, w2, . . . . wk, . ..}. L being infinite, by 
K&rig’s Lemma (cf. [3]), there exists an infinite word beA” such that F(b)cF(L). 
Thus for any n>O, there exists an integer k,>O such that b(l)...b(n) is a factor of wk,. 
So, if we pose x,=wk,,L;,n=L1,k,, L;,.=&&,, there exist /2,,p,~A* such that 
x,=l.,b(l)...b(n)p, and 
/l,b(l)...b(n)~L,EL;.~, &,b(l)...b(n)p,&L;,,. (3.1) 
We prove now that the infinite word b may be factorized as 
b=uIu2...u, . . . . 
UiEA’, ’ z> 1, with the property that for any s > 0 there exists an infinite sequence of 
positive integers {js,,in a 1 such that for any n > 0 
l.j,,.U1...u,~j,,,EL;,j,.., (3.2) 
and 
i-j* nU 
, l..*“,Clj,,,EL;,j.~,.. (3.3) 
We construct this sequence inductively. Let N = M( {b(n)},,> 1). Since all the languages 
L;.,, n>O, verify PawI, for any n> N there exists an integer i(n)E{ 1, . . . . N} such that 
/l,b(l)...b(i(n))~L,~L~.~; 
moreover, since I;l,b(l)...b(i(n)),u,I< (&b(l)...b(n)p,J, and x,=I.,b(l)...b(n)p,, is 
a word of minimal length verifying (3.1), one has also that 
Since the set { 1, . . . . N} is finite, there exists an integer in{ 1, . . . . N} such that for 
infinitely many integers n > 0 one has i(n) = i. Then there exists an infinite sequence of 
integers {jl.n}n~lr withj,,, > N, such that for any n> 1 one has 
E.j,,,b(l)...b(i)~j,,~~L;.jl,“, ~.j,,,b(l)...b(i)~j,,~~L~,j,,“. (3.4) 
Now if we pose u1 = b(l)...b(i), the base of the induction is proved. Suppose now 
that we have constructed a sequence ur, u2, . .., u,EA+ verifying our statement. Then 
there exists an infinite sequence of positive integers {js,n}na 1 such that for any n >0 
and 
~j,,,“,...u,~j.,.EL;.j~,n’ (3.5) 
~j,,,“1...us~j,.,EL’2,j~,,~. (3.6) 
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Let us consider the following sequence of words 
r1 =b(l)...b(j,,,), 
U2=b(js,l+1)...b(js,2), . . . . v,=b(j,,.-,+l)...b(j,,,). 
Since v v 1 2...u,=b(l)...b(j,,,) for any n>O, one has by (3.1) 
~js,,vl...vn~j~,.EL;,j.,~, ~j,,,vl...v,~j,,,~L;,j,,,. 
Let N’=kf({~~},,~i) and, as before, we can state that for any n > N’ there exists an 
integer i(n)E(l, . . . . N’) such that 
;Ij,,,U1...Vi(n)~j,,,EL;,j,,“, (3.7) 
and, since 1 ;ljs,n ~1.. Vi(n)pj., n1 < 1 Ajs,n ~1.. U”pjs, “1, one has also 
~j,,.U1...Di(n)~j,,,EL;,j~,“. (3.8) 
As before, there exists i~(l, . . . . N’} such that for infinitely many n> N’ i(n)= i. 
Thus, there exists a subsequence {js+l,n}nL1 of {js,n)n21, such that for any n> 1 one 
has 
By construction js,i > 1 ul.. .u, 1 and ui.. .u, is a proper prefix of ul.. .Vi; thus, there exists 
u,+~EA+ such that 
hence, by (3.7) and (3.8) for any n>O, one has 
~jr+I,nU1...us+ll*j,+I,,EL;,j..,, A,+, U1...“,+,~jj,+*,,EL;,j~,n. ,n 
In this way we can construct inductively an infinite sequence {u,},,~~, with the 
required property. Moreover, for any s>O the sequence { js+ l,n}n8 1 is a subsequence 
of {js,n}n21 and for any k>Ou,...~~+i= b(l)...b( j,,i) for a suitable i. Thus, by (3.1) 
we have 
~jk,;U1... uk+ lpjk,,$L!2,j~,t. (3.9) 
Let now N=kf({~,,},,~i). Since A*\L;,j,,i verifies Pw, if kaN, from (3.9) one has 
ijk,l l4 l...UsPjk,,4L;.jk,i9 (3.10) 
for a suitable s d N B k. As ( jk, n >. 2 1 is a subsequence of { js,.}, a 1, by (3.3), one has 
;Ijk,i” 1...UsPjk,zELY2,j* .I’ 
which is in contradiction with (3.10). 0 
Theorem 3.6. Let LG A*. Then L is regular if and only if L and its complementary are 
supports of a rational series with coeficients in a commutative ring. 
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Proof. If L and A*\L are supports of rational series with coefficients in a com- 
mutative ring, then by Corollary 3.2 there exists M : (A*)-+ N such that L verifies QM. 
From Lemma 3.3, Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 it follows that L is regular. 0 
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